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Erik salitan lodge

All Images, Video and Graphics © Bushwhack Alaska and Mountain Mind Media 2020 Erik lives full time with his family on Lake Iliamna on the Alaska Peninsula. Outside of its seasonal guidance, it can be found all year round in hunting, flying, fishing and catching alaskan bush. He is a registered guide, pilot and member of a number of hunting and
conservation groups, including the Alaska Professional Hunters Association, Pope &amp; Young Club, Safari Club International, Dallas Safari Club and Northwest Sportsmans Club. A degree in natural resource conservation, knowledge of alaska's bush and guide experience for more than two decades give Erik the advantage needed to produce trophy
animals consistently. Martha is a lifelong Alaskan, born and raised in Iliamna. She is the second generation sport fishing operator, whose whole life she worked in the fishing home of her mother and father. Her knowledge of the area, the lake and all its tributaries is invaluable. Martha is always present, facilitates all the details, cooks delicious dishes and
attends all the needs of her guests. Outside of her daily work in the lodge, Martha is a full-time mother, tasked with keeping Erik and all the other guides in line. Read on to learn more about the TV reality star from Life Below Zero - Erik Salitan: General Facts and Figures Full Name: Erik Salitan Net Worth: About $400,000 Occupation: TV reality personality,
Pilot, Hunter, Guide and Owner Bushwhack Alaska Guiding and Furnishing Birthday: February 9th, 1984 Birthplace: New York State Birth Sign: Aquarius Marital Status: Married to Martha Mae Salitan : One son – Lucas Salitan What makes Erik Salitan famous? 36-year-old Erik Salitan owns Bushwhack Alaska Guiding and Outfitting. He is also a registered
pilot, hunter and guide, who is best known for appearing in the reality series Life Below Zero on National Geographic. Salitan was one of the BBC's lead actors and produced series about the survival and daily lives of people living in remote areas of Alaska, in freezing temperatures and far from most modern comforts. Erik and his wife Martha Mae were part
of the series from 2012 to 2016 when they left. Read on to learn more about Erik Salithan, his youth, his whereabouts today and why he decided to leave the popular series. Early life, education of Eric Salitan and his move to Alaska Eric Salitan was born in the United States on February 6, 1984. After graduating from high school, Erik enrolled in Finger Lakes
Community College, and on graduation day he decided to follow his heart and his adventurous spirit and decided to move from New York to Alaska. In Alaska, he graduated in applied science from the University of Alaska Fairbanks. After graduating, the adventurous young man moved to the remote town of Wiseman, which Just 60 miles from the Arctic
Circle. Salitan reportedly lived in a tent in those freezing conditions, until he built his own house there. During this time, his survival skills evolved, as he relied on daily hunting and fishing to survive in a remote and icy area. Erik met Martha Mae, who was born in Iliamna, Alaska, and from a young age her family taught her traditional hunting, capture and
survival skills. The two married and have a son Lucas together. Salitan's business in Alaska When he got used to living and surviving in a remote area of Alaska, Erik Salitan founded a company to guide and help tourists and hunters with guidelines and convenient furnishings for Alaska's harsh weather and wilderness. His company, called Bushwhack Alaska
Guiding and Outfitting began to flourish, as more and more guests began to use his useful services and visit his camp. After his business began to progress, Erik Salitan decided to expand it to two more lodges – one in the Brooks Range and the other on the Peninsula. He became a registered pilot, guide, and is a member of several hunting groups in the
area. His successful job attracted producers from the BBC, and a production team from National Geographic, who invited him to become one of the stars of their documentary show Live Below Zero. Erik Salitan in Life Below Zero Salitan and his wife Martha Mae became one of the main characters of the popular TV documentary series Life Below Zero. The
series premiered on May 19, 2013, and the pair regularly appeared in the first few seasons until they decided to leave production in December 2016. Since its premiere, the series has been running for 12 seasons and has won four Primetime Emmy Awards for Outstanding Cinematography for reality programming and outstanding image editing for an
unstructured reality program. The series depicts the difficult and sometimes dangerous lives of people living near the Arctic Circle who have to hunt, fish, catch and make bartering deal with their catch in order to survive. Erik and Martha Mae Salitan appeared regularly on the series until the end of December when they left the series - their last appearance
was in an episode of Renegades of the Arctic, which aired on December 27, 2016. The pair disappeared from episodes during season 6 of the series and then reappeared in three episodes from season 7, before leaving the production altogether. While they have not officially confirmed the reasons for their departure, sources claim they decided the cameras
and crews were too intrusive for their lives, wanted to live the wild and adventurous lives they had led before, and also needed to have more personal time with their only son Lucas. Another possible reason for their departure from the series is that Erik and Martha Mae run their own local businesses, including the company that runs the equipment company,
Talarik Creek Lodge, and Martha Mae co-owns and manages a local funeral home and cemetery. Erik Salitan's net worth Although he left Life Below Zero more than three years ago, Erik Salitan has a net worth of about $400,000. Part of his wealth has been from participating in a TV documentary series, but Salitan also runs a successful business as a
guide, outfitter and boarder in remote Alaska, so he has a pretty good income. And his wife has her own business to run, so expectations are that the wealth of a famous Alaskan family will continue to grow in the future. What happened to Erik Salithan after Life Below Zero After he and wife Martha Mae left the TV series in 2016, they continued to run their
affairs and survive in the Alaskan wilderness. Their son Lucas goes to school there, but joins his father on some of his hunting trips. Erik Salitan's Bushwhack Alaska Guiding and Outfitting company has an official website. Neither he nor his wife have official social media accounts. The BBB remains operational and focused on serving our business
community. The BBB remains operational and focused on serving our business community and our consumers during this crisis. Please see the resources available to you in BBB.org/coronavirus. Some of the sources of information that the BBB relies on are temporarily unavailable. Also, many companies are closed, suspended or not operating as usual and
unable to respond to complaints and other requests. The information and business profiles of the BBB reflect the most active information available to us. We appreciate your patience as we and everyone in our communities focus on solving this crisis. This is a multi-location business. Need to find another location? Location of this business149 Talarik Air
Strip, Iliamna, AK 99607BBB File Open:3/7/2019 Years in business:6BusinessO:4/2/2014Business Started locally:4/2/2014Licensing Information:This job is in an industry that may require professional licensing, connection or registration. The BBB encourages you to check with the appropriate agency to make sure that all requests are currently met. Entity
Type:Sole ProprietorshipPrincipalMr. Erik Salitan, OwnerCustomer ContactMr. Erik Salitan, Owner Numbers (907) 388-8766Other PhoneRead More business detailsIt is a multi-location business. Need to find another location? Location of this business149 Talarik Air Strip, Iliamna, AK 99607BBB File Open:3/7/2019 Years in
business:6BusinessO:4/2/2014Business Started locally:4/2/2014Licensing Information:This job is in an industry that may require professional licensing, connection or registration. The BBB encourages you to check with the appropriate agency to make sure that all currently fulfilled. Entity Type:Entity Sole:Sole Erik Salitan, OwnerCustomer ContactMr. Erik
Salitan, Owner Numbers (907) 388-8766Other PhoneRead More business detailsBBB business profiles may not play for sales or promotional purposes. BBB Business Profiles are provided solely to help you make your own best judgment. The BBB asks third parties who post complaints, reviews and/or responses on this website to confirm that the
information provided is correct. However, BBB does not verify the accuracy of information provided by third parties and does not guarantee the accuracy of any information in business profiles. When considering information about complaints, please take into account the size and volume of the company's transactions and understand that the nature of
complaints and the company's responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints. BBB business profiles typically cover a three-year reporting period. BBB business profiles are subject to change at any time. If you choose to do business with this business, please let the company know that you have contacted BBB for BBB Business
Profile.As policy issue, BBB does not support any product, service or company. The BBB reports on known practices on the market. See what BBB reports OnBBB business profiles may not be reproduced for sales or promotional purposes. BBB Business Profiles are provided solely to help you make your own best judgment. The BBB asks third parties who
post complaints, reviews and/or responses on this website to confirm that the information provided is correct. However, BBB does not verify the accuracy of information provided by third parties and does not guarantee the accuracy of any information in business profiles. When considering information about complaints, please take into account the size and
volume of the company's transactions and understand that the nature of complaints and the company's responses to them are often more important than the number of complaints. BBB business profiles typically cover a three-year reporting period. BBB business profiles are subject to change at any time. If you choose to do business with this business,
please let the company know that you have contacted BBB for BBB Business Profile.As policy issue, BBB does not support any product, service or company. Business.
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